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Lawyer Client Development Lesson: Selling Trees 

By Cordell Parvin on November 20th, 2012 

 

Some stories are worth telling a second time. This is one of those stories. 

A lawyer I coached, who is now in-house, sent me this story from her company internal blog titled: 

Selling Trees. I found it very valuable. The writer makes a point to the company’s sales force by 

telling a story of his buying trees for his house. Here is a short portion of what he said: 

If the salesperson gives me the equivalent of “trees are down 

aisle 22″, or says, “what kind do you want?” I’m sure they’d 

make a sale of some trees. 

But if he says “Can I ask you some questions?  Are you 

using the trees for screening?  For shade? You said you were 

lining the driveway with trees.  Have you thought about 

spacing?  Do you want to hide the house or gradually reveal it as 

you approach the property?  Can you tell me about the rest of 

your property?  What’s the style of house anyway? 

I hope you see the point. When you meet with a potential client are you selling trees (what you do), 

or do you ask good questions to understand how what you do fits into what the client really wants? 

Resist the temptation to jump immediately into what you do and how well you do it. 
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Cordell M. Parvin built a national construction practice during his 35 years practicing law. At Jenkens & Gilchrist, Mr. Parvin was 

the Construction Law Practice Group Leader and was also responsible for the firm’s attorney development practice. While there he 

taught client development and created a coaching program for junior partners. In 2005, Mr. Parvin left the firm and started Cordell 

Parvin LLC. He now works with lawyers and law firms on career development and planning and client development. He is the  

co-author of Say Ciao to Chow Mein: Conquering Career Burnout and other books for lawyers. To learn more visit his Web site, 

www.cordellparvin.com or contact him at cparvin@cordellparvin.com. 


